
 

To Be A Woman Means To Be Humbly



Prologue I - Three Words

Only three words, but I have to confess that I thought: That´s it, now this farce will come to an end.
It was a wonderful speech, an emotional speech, a powerful speech. Everybody listening could only
agree with her - I thought. Without any doubt one of the best speeches I´ve ever heard. A wonderful
speech.
Could you imagine what it would mean, when she would be in office - instead of "him"? Yes, she
was not up for election, and I say not that she should run for it, but only the thought - for me a
thrilling thought.
It´s a bit disturbing that the things developed in the way as they developed. Something appears that
tells you, that there´s something, it shows up now. What shall I say as a German? A question that
accompanied me for many decades found its answer -  a disturbing and frightening answer.
Her words were such clear words, her sentences well formed and her examples such appropriate.
Everybody could understand her, everybody was able to follow her and her thoughts. Especially
because everything lead to a very simple but striking phrase - but the phrase faded away.
One could say that  this  is  an indicator  therefore that  this  words,  that  this  speech,  not had this
strength, about which I´m talking. But this would be wrong, the speech, the words, had all the
strength which words and speeches can have. The problem weren´t the speech or the words, the
problem is the world in which we are living. When such words not develop their full effect, then
this tells you a lot about the world in which they were said. Three words can change a world, can
change history, but only when the world is in a state, in a state willing listening to. Otherwise the
strongest thinkable words will fade away unheard:

“Enough is enough!”



Prologue II – Annegret Kramp-Karrenbauer

I  hope you  will  fail!  Yes,  I  know you  will  be  the  next  candidate  of  the  CDU /  CSU for  the
chancellorship  in  Germany -  if  Mrs.  Merkel  will  not  step  down earlier  and  you  will  become
chancellor therewith. But I talk about the next election in 2021 - you have to lose! 
I see the dumb chauvinists sitting in a talk show, asking you: Do you dare to do chancellor?  What a
fucking question? Sure you do! Oh, I´ve forgotten, dear chauvinists - she´s a woman! But that´s not
my problem, the problem I have with her?
Your opinions are stone age! Gay marriage as the beginning of Sodom and Gomorrah - what an
unbelievable shit  is  this?  Compared with you is  Mrs.  Merkel  a revolutionary -  you´re living a
hundred years too late! 
You as the next chancellor would be a disaster - but I fear your opponents will make it easy for you
- at least if they stick with the fact that you´re a woman. How interesting is it that you´re a woman?
Your programmatic is devastating! I hope they will start therewith to talk about what it would mean,
to have you as chancellor! 
I hope you will fail as chancellor candidate totally, from the bottom of my heart! You´re a woman?
Who´s interested in that?

Footnote:  To all  who babble about  her name - what´s  the problem about  her name? For every
German it should be no problem to pronounce her name - what a stupid chatter is this? Talk about
her fucking opinions and should you be unable to pronounce her name, practice!
 

Mrs. Kramp-Karrenbauer, your opinions are fucking!



I.) Kishana´s Diary

It´s a long time ago that I wrote a diary - as a little girl. But now, now I´ve the feeling that I have to
start therewith again. Too much in my mind, I have to try to sort it. I will not write down something
everyday, only from time to time, when I need it.  

Problems With My Paper

My dear new diary, this will be my first entry. I got a homework - yeah, maybe I take it too serious.
But I´ve the feeling that you cannot take it too serious at this time. I had a conversation with my
history teacher, Ms. Nolan, like that:

"What can I do for you, Kishana?"
"Well, I´ve problems with my homework, the paper I have to write."
"Maybe I can help you?"
"It´s.......I cannot decide, about whom I should write."
"I will give you no grade for the person you choose. I will give you a grade for the structure, the
research you did and such aspects."
"Yes, I know. But I´ve the feeling that it would be of importance whom I choose."
"The topic is "A Woman Who Impresses Me". I set this homework, this topic, without restrictions of
any kind on purpose. I´m very interested in whom you pupils will choose - the boys and the girls?"
"Yes. But say, that I would write about Michelle Obama?"
"Would be very interesting for me."
"But wouldn´t it be somewhat banal? I mean as........"
"No, not at all. She´s a fascinating woman - or?"
"Yes, but.........Aretha Franklin or maybe Nina Simone?"
"Also very interesting women - too banal?"
"I could top it - my mother?"
"Does you mother not impresses you?"
"No, on the contrary. But...........Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez?"
"Why not! As I said, you can choose whomever you want."
"Elizabeth Warren, Nancy Pelosi, Senator Feinstein........?"
"Amy Klobuchar? I think that I understand your problem now. You simply have too many names in
mind. Yes! But isn´t it encouraging, that especially today there are so many interesting women, you
could choose? Choose one - as I said, your choice will not effect your grade."
"Yes,  but  what  about  women  like.......Kellyanne  Convay,  Sarah  Huckabee  Sanders  or  Betsy
DeVos?"
"Well......if this women impress you?"
"The first  one only talks nonsense.  The next  one lies  all  the time. If  she,  one time,  answers a
question at all. And the third one is a money-hungry bitch who destroys every possibility for poor
people to gain higher education." 
"And this impresses you?"
"It  impresses  me that  they can  behave this  way.  It  impresses  me  that  they act  like  their  male
counterparts act. It impresses me that we allow them to do so. It impresses me that they not even try
to veil their doing and that they are the stars of today therefore."
"But I think this would not hit the topic, the scope, of my homework. What do you mean?"
"I mean, that it´s maybe more important to write about them today, than about Michelle Obama or
Nina Simone."
"I appreciate your reflection about my homework, it´s impressive that you ponder about it with that
much passion. But as I said, it´s for you, to train your abilities to write such a paper - not more. You
ever thought about, to write for the school newspaper?"



"Would I be allowed to write that Betsy DeVos is a money-hungry bitch?"
"I fear not in that way. But good journalism can express statements in various ways."
"Yeah, laundered with fabric softener! In the meanwhile she destroys my future - that´s fucking!"
"Choose a woman and write your paper. It would be very interesting to me, to continue with this
conversation. Unfortunately I´ve another meeting now. Would this be okay for you?"
"Yes, sure. Thanks, Ms. Nolan."

And now? Does she took me seriously? Yes, of course - she made a lot of time for me! But in the
end, the conversation was disappointing again, as so many things are disappointing today. Yes, to
learn how to write a paper - write it on the wall? Shout it out loud? Is the form more important than
the content? Choose a name, not important which? Fuck, what is more important than the name you
choose!

Melissa

My dear diary, I had a conversation with one of me best girlfriends, with Melissa. She told me that
her boyfriend has asked her about marrying him as soon as possible. I mean, she´s fifteen! She has
talked with me about her concerns, what about with school now, about a job, about the future? To
become a  young wife, even a young mother? What about the unsure future of our country? 
They are a nice pair, and I think he´s a good boy - but marring? She doubts, but does I can tell her
what she should do? I would ask him whether he really loves me. And if he would say yes, I would
tell him that I need time. Time to finish school, what about senior high or even college? A job,
creating a basis for a own self-determined life? That we could be together, see how everything
would develop.  
In some states a twelve or thirteen-year-old girl can marry, in many no minimum age is even fixed -
why this haste? Is it that important that - especially with the girls - they have to become a spouse as
soon as possible? I have no boyfriend, not interested in to get that pressure - but can I tell her this? 
All this successful women in TV - politicians, celebrities, TV hosts, movie stars - happily married
with at least two wonderful children, with pleasure even more! Are this our role models? Alexandria
Ocasio-Cortez? She´s unmarried - or? Definitively she has no children - maybe I should write about
her? 
And Melissa? Would it be appropriate would I say her that I think that it´s a mistake to marry that
early? That, if he not can wait, he can´t be the right one? That you never know what the future
brings  -  he  can  die  for  instance.  And then?  No good school  education,  no  job experience  but
children? I cannot determine her life - but I should have a longer talk with her about her concerns.

Shutdown

It´s insane to see, how people act to fulfill their unholy fantasies. But what´s devastating is, that we
let them do so. Our president and Mitch McConnell, two people - why we cannot force a voting? It
would be a voting! It wouldn´t be a revolt! Is this another sign therefor that we aren´t a democracy
at all? We would spend 5 billion dollar for this? Everything is build on fear, everything leads to hate
- is it all about money? Why we give a single person so much power - checks and balances? I´m
frightened, it´s my future - the pursuit of happiness? They not allow me anything, they destroy
everything, but it´s my own fault. Why I´m not a daughter of rich parents? Why my skin has the
color that it has? Why I´m a woman? Why I´m not a rich conservative old white man with European
roots? Then everything would be allowed to me, I could bully hundred of thousands, because there
are people with different opinions - what do they allow themselves? He would be a perfect dictator
and people like Mitch McConnell his faithful minions. Will this lead to a new civil rights movement
with all it´s consequences? I´m not sure what I should do...........   



Warren For President?

Elizabeth Warren is the first well-known democrat who has said that she will run for presidency.
That´s good, and I hope that a woman will become president, but will she be worldly-wise enough?
She fell for his tricks once, will she do it again? You cannot defeat him by playing his games.
Somebody would be needed, who would name the truth - the democrats? Isn´t it interesting what
Alexandria  Ocasio-Cortez  said?  That  she sees  lobbyists  and Goldman Sachs,  but  not  labor,  no
activists, no frontline community leaders - that´s the wrong way, democrats. For the second time the
wrong way. 
Elizabeth Warren is an important politician, but I fear she would not ruthless enough to defeat him.
This man lies, and his supporters like him lying! You cannot argue with "the truth", the "truth" has
become meaningless! You would have to show that he´s a lame duck, nothing than a bigmouth! You
would have to show that his policy will ruin our country, that he threatens especially the lives of the
"normal" people - you would have to be aggressive, would have to take the reins, would have to set
the agenda! Elizabeth Warren? I fear a bit,  that he would make her look bad, with his lies and
impertinences. 

A Boy Asked Me

A boy - Ken - asked me about if he could invite me to drink something with him. Ken is a classmate
of me. He´s certainly a nice guy, but I said no. I wouldn´t know about what I should talk with him. I
am not interested in this talking about this boring music, stupid TV shows and suchlike. Maybe this
is unfair, but I´ve the feeling that I´m not interested in boys. I not mean that I have the feeling that I
would be attracted to girls, I only feel that there are more important things than boys. I´m unsure
about my feelings - I´ve no interest in this couple stuff. For some nothing is more important than
this - who meets who, was it a "date", are they a couple now, they kissed each other, maybe more?
As if there was nothing that would be not more important. No, Ken is a nice guy, maybe I should
talk with him - never realized that he´s interested in my person - is he interested in my person? I
have no friends in school, maybe no real friend at all. But I´m not interested in that stuff girls in my
age should be interested in. Sorry Ken,..........

Dying `Cause Of The Lack Of Insulin

Read in the newspaper about people who died because they no longer could afford their needed
insulin.  That insulin is  in no country of the world nearly as expensive as in the USA. That in
countries with universal healthcare the people get insulin for free - they not have to die because they
are poor. I feel like living in a third world country - a wealthy class that can afford everything and
the rest have to suffer. No billions to provide people with essential drugs, but billions for a fucking
wall. And the shutdown? No, no real effects - this is such devastating.

The World Laughs About Me

I´ve the feeling that the whole world laughs about me - that I have to feel ashamed to live in this
nation. But why I should feel ashamed? Maybe I should be proud - my parents didn´t elected this
monster and his relentless pack. They try to do their best to refuse, to make clear what they think
about our today´s government. And a first step had been done with the midterms. But I, I have to
ask myself in which way I can express what I think about our government, to show that I not agree
with them. I cannot elect, but I can shout out, I can write. I not have to accept this situation, if I not
accept this situation, I have not to be ashamed therefor. Even if I would be defeated, I would not



have to feel ashamed. The people who marched at the time of racial discrimination were the ones
who could be proud. The people who accepted it, should stay silent. The people who supported it
are the ones who to blame! No, the world not laughs about me..........

Shutdown Continues

He postpones Mrs. Pelosi´s travel because of the shutdown? - Oh, of course, this not applies to your
wife! What a farce is this, all because of this cry-baby called president? Yeah, he´s for the ordinary
people  -  who  still  believes  in  this  nonsense,  should  look  very  deeply  in  the  mirror.  Please
democrats, do not back-pedal, stay firm!

Green House Effect

His fucking nominee tells you the whole story - you have not to ask for more! 

Talking About Watches

Listened to some young guys in a diner, talking about watches. Ten thousand is too much for such a
watch - this one for seventeen thousand, the white golden one, would be okay. Platinum would be
cool - hey, I show you one. Cool or? Yeah, thirty thousand is absolutely appropriate for such a
watch. The last I heard was: And tell him, forty thousand for a watch with only two hands is not
acceptable at all!
Yes, I know that you can spend much more for a watch, but a watch? Yes, I know that they talked
not about watches as such, they talked about status symbols. But why you need such status symbols
- at least if you would have something else to be proud of? Isn´t it a proof therefore that there´s
nothing else, how cheep is this? 
Do I sound envious? A nice try, but a stupid try. A sportsman, should I look at him because he wears
an expensive watch? Maybe because he´s a very good athlete? Is a writer a good writer because he
earns a lot of money and resides in a huge estate? Maybe because his writing moves me? 
Should it ever happened that someone would look at me, would notice me, then I hope not, because
I would wear an expensive watch, but because I did something substantial.  

Death In The Neighborhood

Last night a shooting two blocks away from here. Maybe gang related - a dead couple, nineteen and
twenty-one years old. The sad thing about it? Nothing new to my neighborhood..........
The police will investigate the case, a short report on the local cable, but in the end nobody will be
really interested in. Why one should? It happens all the time..........
Born here? You have a good chance to get killed - you not even have to join a gang or to become
criminal. And if we not kill each other.......maybe it´s unfair to talk about the police now. My parents
say that it was much more dangerous in their youth - should this be a consolidation? No, that´s not
what they intend with this statement. But it helps not really, to know, that it was worse in the past,
when it´s bad in the present..........
A high murder rate not gets better when the murder rate was higher in the past - it´s still a high
murder rate. Maybe it´s okay when you live in a safe neighborhood, but living here? Hey, be a bit
optimistic! Some decades ago it was normal that at least the one or other of your classmates got
killed, today there´s even a chance that none of your classmates will be killed. Well, only some
from your school - isn´t that a wonderful progress? Fuck you!



What A Fucking Speech!

Have you heard his fucking speech - three weeks? Apart from the common lies, you FAILED! The
people not believed you, Nancy Pelosi not caved in. And McConnell? Your statement is shit - you
FAILED! And the democrats? Three weeks to show your strength, show that there´re no fucking 5.7
billions for this shit wall! Have you heard this kindergarten babbling from our wonderful president?
Should this be the beginning of his end? Wow democrats, you have the chance now, the proud
people of America gave you that chance - please, don´t waste it! 

Have you heard Bernie Sanders´ words in the Senate in reaction of this development? Yes, he said
the clear words! Yes, he is no dictator, he is no king, he cannot act as his friend Putin - what strong
words  in  the  Senate!  Yes,  it´s  not  about  border  security!  His  behavior  is  not  acceptable  in  a
democracy - more have to express this! Discuss border security,  but discuss much more how a
democracy functions! Thanks for your distinct and straight words, Mr Sanders!

Should I have hope? The next three weeks will be very important! 

Mueller

It´s said, that Mueller is nearly ready with his investigations - I hope they will offer some distinct
facts. It would be important to get some answers - it would be maybe better to start to concentrate
on some other questions. Do I expect a sensation? I don´t think so, at least nothing that has not been
discussed before. In any case it would be good to come to a point with this investigation - this not
means  that  this  investigation  can  not  be  the  beginning  of  other  investigations,  with  more
circumscribed questions. I have to say that I´m tensed!

Ken Asked Again

Ken asked me again - yeah, he´s a nice boy. He´s different, not as many others - in fact I know
nothing about him. I mean, what he´s doing after school, what his interests are and so on. But my
problem is - I would have to talk about me, about the things I do, even about my thoughts, my
feelings. It´s even not that easy for me to write them down here, in my diary. But to talk about them
- to talk about them with a boy! Maybe I think to complicated, maybe I should say yes - I said:
Maybe. Why not doing it? A first time, I would not have to say that much. And then I can see -
maybe I should be that self-confident to say, that I can end it all the time, that I have not to do
anything I not wanna do, maybe Ken is a real nice guy. Next time I see him I will say - yes! 

State Of The Union

Okay, what did you expect? I´m the greatest. I have the greatest, I´m above law, never was America
as strong and happy than with me - yeah, well, the billionaires are very happy with you. Oh, and
there was this immigrant! What? He killed an innocent American! Well, wasn´t there an American
who killed fifty-eight and wounded nearly nine hundred? Oh, sure, he was a proud American, not a
filthy Latino!
And well, wasn´t there something with climate change - you forgotten it to mention? Can happen,
not that much an important topic. So much the more important, that you´re a wonder, that you´re the
savior  - and fuck, why we aren´t more humbly? 
I feel like somebody whom someone has spit  in the face! And I swear, should I have ever the
chance  thereto,  I  will  spit  in  his  face!  That´s  what  I  feel,  while  seeing  him and  hearing  his



disgusting and hypocritical words.

Dancing

Oh, you trolls! Wow, she dances – what a shame! An homage to a movie – fine that everybody loves
it! Yeah, it´s cool. And by the way, she´s no bad dancer. If this should be something, for what you
can attack her, if this should be an argument against her as politician, than this shows two things.
First, your fear is bigger than I thought. Second, you have no political arguments against her. How
disgusting, a young woman dances – well, let us honor the hypocritical Puritans! 

A Young Swedish Girl 

Have just read about a young Swedish girl - Greta Thunberg - and her fight for climate protection.
Wow, she´s sixteen! I reflect about me, why I´m sitting here, thinking, writing, but do not act? She
acts, could I do the same? Maybe it´s a question of bravery, maybe of a culture that encourages
young people to express their thoughts. Here in this country, especially in republican States, they do
everything therefore that people like me cannot vote, or at least that it´s very difficult for them to
vote - not to talk about gerrymandering. I have to think about how I can raise my voice - thanks
Greta!

Date?

Said Ken now, that I would like it, to spend an afternoon with him. He was somewhat surprised that
I said yes now, but I said him that I would always need some time to think things over. He said that
this would be okay for him, he would like it also, to think about things first. We will spend the
Tuesday afternoon together, Downtown. The first time for me - my first date? 

Another CEO Billionaire For President?

Yes, he´s an asshole! If he would kill the democratic opportunity, to stop this fucking president,
with his independent candidacy, then you should fuck him! No, we don´t need another fucking
billionaire,  we don´t  need the  rich  and super-rich  to  tell  us  what  we have  to  do!  No,  also  no
independent or democratic super-rich! This model is fucking, this arrogance is unbearable! We need
politicians elected from our midst! We need our people in charge! It´s time to react!

The Green New Deal

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez and Ed Markey have announced their plan for a Green New Deal – a
clever reference to Franklin D. Rossevelt´s New Deal. I like the fine reactions of the conservatives,
they´re acting like mad chickens! AOC becomes their most beloved member of the Senate and the
democratic party. And the democrats? Nancy Pelosi? Well, the democrats still have to learn a lot,
but the reaction of the most important presidential candidates is encouraging! We need visions, we
need plans for a better future, we need clear statements against the conservative standstill and their
retrogressivity!  I  hope  that  the  democrats  will  stay  strong,  that  they  develop  a  distinct  and
progressive presidential campaign!  



Ms. Nolan

Ms. Nolan asked for a meeting, to talk about my paper and more. It was a nice conversation, and a
bit surprising for Ms. Nolan.

"Nice that you´re here, Kishana. You know that this is no official meeting?"
"Yes, Ms. Nolan. About my paper."
"Yes, I was very astonished about the person you´ve chosen - and the paper as such is very good
written. I want to ask you, if you would allow me that I hand the paper to our school magazine?"
"To print it?"
"Yes, I think your essay would be very inspiring for others. You still know what I´ve asked you the
last time?"
"Whether I would be interested in, to join the team of the school magazine?" 
"Yes."
"I thought about it, but I think it would limit me too much. I have decided to start my own blog. I
thought about it a lot during the past weeks, thought about that it´s not useful to write things and
nobody can read it. Expression needs publicity, otherwise it´s useless effort."
"That´s surprising, but an interesting idea. You talked with your parents about it?"
"No, not till now."
"You have to, you´re underage. And also at a blog you cannot write everything."
"But I can express my opinion - we have free speech in this country."
"Yes, but also limits."
"And when I think that Betsy DeVos is a money-hungry bitch?"
""Bitch" is maybe not the best word in this context."
"Okay, maybe I should use "slut"."
"You know what I mean."
"I mean that it would be interesting, to become prosecuted by her because I name her a bitch or a
slut."
"I fear your parents will get in trouble."
"And when I write about, whether it would be appropriate to call her a bitch or a slut?"
"You´ve read Galilei?"
"No, who is he?"
"He has written a very interesting book in such a way, nevertheless he got a lot of trouble."
"Was he an American?"
"No, I have to confess that he was an Italian and that he lived four hundred years ago."
"With whom he got in trouble?"
"With the church. He wrote a book about a conversation about the question whether earth or sun is
the center of our solar system. Three people: The first argues, that earth is the center of our solar
system, right in the way the church taught it. The second argues, that sun is the center of our solar
system,  as  some scientists  said  it.  The  third  is  undecided and asks  the  two others  about  their
arguments. Sounds very balanced - or?"
"Yes and no. Depends about the argumentation of the two, who would have the better arguments."
"Yes, even when Galilei expresses something different at the beginning of the book, why he has
written the book, it was obvious that he supported the sun as the center of our solar system - in
contradiction to the church."
"But  the  sun  "is"  the  center  of  our  solar  system  -  whosoever  denies  this  fact!  What´s  the
consequence now? That Galilei did the right thing?"
"That one can get a lot of trouble by doing the right thing? Maybe that not everything is covered by
the right of free speech? That you should be aware, that trouble for you, would mean a lot of trouble
for your parents?"
"You think that I should not start my own blog? That I should write for the school magazine?"
"I absolutely support your idea, writing a blog. But you should talk with your parents about it - you



have to talk with your parents about it. And then? Be aware, that there will be people, people who
will not like your writing."
"Sure, and Galilei? He wrote the book."
"But it does move - even when he probably not said it."

I will start my own blog!

An Afternoon With Ken

I spent the afternoon with Ken - it was a nice afternoon. We talked about this and that, we tried both
to get to know the other. Ken is interested in the stars - well, I mean the right ones at the night sky.
He could tell  me more about Galilei,  and invited me to observe the stars with him - from the
backyard of his parent´s house. I told him, that I like writing, that my essay will be published in the
school magazine. And then I told him that I will write my own blog - he said that he admires me,
that he can´t deal with words, only when writing about scientific things. But he also saw the danger,
all this shitstorms in social media. But I said, that you have to express your opinions, you cannot
give others free rein, to outspread their lies uncontradicted. It was very nice to be together with Ken,
and I think he liked it to be together with me. I would like it, to observe the starts together with
him........

My Parents

I had a long conversation with my parents about my plan to write my own blog. Especially as I told
them, that I not intend to write about fashion and girl´s stuff, but about my political opinions, about
my thoughts what happens in this country right now. And that I would like to express my anger
about what happens today in this country. On one hand they were proud to hear me, my passion, my
interest on politics, not simply to accept what happens in our country. On the other hand they saw
the danger, especially because I´m a underage girl. I told them from a sixteen year old Swedish girl,
from the youngest member of Senate and how some people talk about her. When a young girl from
Sweden  can  do  this,  why I  should  not  be  capable  to  write  a  blog?  When  one  can  bear  such
hostilities, should I be then to weak to bear some animosity?

I made an agreement with my parents. I will not post anything before they have not read it. I will
tell them when I get negative reactions - apart from that they will have administrator rights. I will
also stay in contact with Ms. Nolan, asking her about advice if I need one,  maybe writing from time
to time something for the school magazine?

I´m excited now, I will express my thoughts now, anybody in the world can read them, the thoughts
of a young girl - my thoughts!

Online

Online! Today I´ve started my blog! I feel excited - will I have readers? The reactions? I hope I will
get reactions, but you have not to think about it that I will get also negative reactions - but I know
that I have to bear this. My parents will help me, Ms. Nolan said that she will become my reader. I
am not interested in that my blog will become known at my school, not for the moment. Ms. Nolan
will not make it public - Ken will follow the blog also. Their critique - my parents, Ms. Nolan, Ken
- will be very important for me. Now I have to begin - take the step!  



Be Consequent

I´ve started my blog now - it will be difficult to find readers. But I have to try it, I have to be
consequent, I have to be insistent. But to be honest, that will be not easy for me. I´ve the feeling that
this blog has to be a first step - more has to come. I´m young, too young for many things? Ms.
Ocasio-Cortez in the Cohen hearing? She´s pretty young, nevertheless she participates in a hearing.
The young girl from Sweden? No, I´m not too young. Yes, the old white men would tell me that I´m
too young. But if you would let them, they would tell me that I have the wrong skin color, and of
course the wrong gender!
I´m not sure if my blog will ever become a widely read blog. But it will help me to develop! Maybe
this blog will be more important for me than for others - why not? 

Ken



II.) Kishana´s Blog

This is my blog, and I´m Kishana. I not wanna talk much about me, I will talk about my opinions,
my thoughts, about my fears. This should become a political blog, political in that sense that I have
to, and I mean "have to", express myself. I cannot accept what happens around me, this is a cruel
time. I have to say that I´m not that old, I´m still in school. But what does this means? That I´m too
young for something? Well, I cannot poll, I´m not allowed to drive a car, it´s not allowed that I
drink alcohol..........but I have an opinion, I´m a person - and much the more? I´m the future! I see
white old men who are destroying my future, I see rich white women who are destroying my future
- can I do something against it? I have not to think about it: My ancestors were slaves, slaves of rich
white people who went to church every Sunday. But I´m no longer a slave - why? Because there
were people who not accepted this! People who fought, people of different color, people who saw
the injustice. And today? Today you have to stand up again, you have to raise your voice! Yes, I
know, my voice is a very weak one. But I see that I´m not the only one, I see many others who
raises their voice. Will I be able to change something? No, my blog will change nothing. But maybe
this blog will be a small pieces of the jigsaw - it would be no real problem if this piece would be
missing, but also this little piece will be a part of the big picture. That´s my believe, that´s my
conviction. 

He´s An Idiot!

I thought to begin my blog with a blog entry about Betsy DeVos, but I changed my mind. Better, the
developments have changed my mind. Ann Coulter named 45. an idiot - well, clear words! Even
convinced  conservatives  speak  it  out  now:  He´s  an  idiot!  Well,  he´s  a  narcissist,  a  racist,  a
demagogue - you think this are arrogant words? Why? Because written by a young woman? And
when Ann Coulter expresses them? 
He spits on the constitution - Kavanaugh his joker at Supreme Court? Yes, this fucking Latino´s,
this rapists, this drug dealers, this murderers are a real threat for our nation - this is war! But then?
He self said, that he would not need the declaration of a national emergency to build the wall? Yes,
he´s an idiot! Even I would be clever enough to argue better then he did! The problem? I´m a school
girl, he´s the president!
I  hope that  the  democrats  will  show him now once for  all,  that  this  is  still  a  democracy.  The
president has limited power, he´s no king and thank God no dictator - not now! But does anybody is
dubious about, that this is his dream? Yeah, he would like it, to be king. And he would like it much
the more to be dictator. But still  we have the power to prevent this, we have the obligation to
prevent  this!  Somebody gave me a book about  German history,  the fascists  and Adolf Hitler  -
history repeats itself? Not if we stay strong!   

Betsy DeVos

I asked it already in my first blog entry: Who is it allowed to say what? Also I said there, that I
planned that this blog entry should be my first one. The question to be discussed in this blog entry
is: Would I think, that Betsy DeVos is a money-hungry bitch, would it be allowed to me, to write
this here, in my blog?

So, the question is not, whether she is a money-hungry bitch or not, the question is, would it be
okay to write this. Now it would be possible to start a long discussion: Is it the truth or not? About
who should decide, whether it´s the truth or not. Maybe it depends on who says it - Ann Coulter or
I? Freedom of speech, but that not means that you can say everything about everyone – lies? Lies at
a time, when we have a president who lies every time when he says something - alternative facts?



My problem is the following: Betsy DeVos is a public figure. She divides, she not integrates. Say, I
would feel in this way, that she´s a money-hungry bitch, that she destroys my future - can I, should
I, express this with clear words? 

I´m definitely no fan of Kanye West, but "George Bush don´t care for black people" was a strong
sentence - our today's president and the people around him? It will be an important question for me:
How far I can go, I have to go, is it necessary to go? I hope that I can find my way, that I can find a
way with clear and strong words. But I hope that I will never become a demagogue like the people
on Fox News for example. The wanna hurt and destroy people with their words.

Betsy DeVos is a money-hungry bitch - I think she would laugh about me, would she be interested
in my opinion? She´s rich, she has power, and yes, she´s white. I´m nothing of this. 

The Grammys

The Grammys - okay, I´m a bit to late, but my topic is not obsolete. Yes, many female artists this
time - on the stage and as honorees. But I have a bad feeling, while watching the Grammys. 

All this women? Wow, very sexy – Jennifer Lopez? Wow, what flamboyant dresses their wore –
Cardi B? It it this, what makes this event a feminist event? Is this feminist? Is this the picture how
women should be? I have my doubts!

Images of junior beauty pageants come to my mind - also a presumably perfect world, perfect like
everything in the Hollywood glamour world!

Is it about the money, TV ratings? Yes, they are critical, they criticize our president - happy blue
California. But thirty percent of L.A. parents send their children on a charter school - have you to
name this hypocritical?

I´m sorry, but I´m not happy with this show! I not feel this as feminist! It´s a big show, like we love
big shows in the US. Should be the Grammys the alternative to today´s Washington, then I would
see not reason for a change!

Sanders for President

He did it! Now it will becomes interesting, what will happen, how the democratic party will act this
time. The last time, Hillary Clinton, they were very stupid - thanks for this wonderful president!
And this time? He´s no longer the exotic, all candidates so far turn in his direction. But he´s still the
original - but is it too late for him? Sanders vs. the greatest president of all times, that would be a
very interesting confrontation. What would happen? This is - obviously - not easy to say. Especially
because it´s difficult to say what the future of our wonderful president will be. But whatever you
would say, it´s good that he do it! The democrats have the choice now, a choice between many
different candidates - also different to last time. My only concern is, that we will see again unfair
maneuvers, as last time. It´s a pity that I´m too young to vote, I would do everything to vote. So I
can  only  hope,  that  as  much  people  as  possible  will  vote,  even  when  the  conservatives  do
everything against it.  One person, one vote, all  equal!  This I would call a democracy - what a
nightmare for conservatives! 
Bernie Sanders has changed so much. The last time they gave him no chance - the mainstream
democrats gave him no chance, they fought with unfair methods. As said, I hope that the democrats



will not do the same mistake again - the primaries and caucuses will show it!

Michael Cohen Hearing

The results for me so far? The conservatives are nothing more than a lousy bunch anymore! Cohen
is  a  notorious  liar?  Your  fantastic  president  has  lied  thousands  of  times  still  in  office!  Their
performing was sooo lousy!
And the democrats? Walking on thin ice? By far not enough for an impeachment - and, would be an
impeachment clever? Weaken him, still by now he has three(!) conservative opponents. Kick him
the ass with his stupid wall - Mueller? Let the people see what he is - a dumbo! The next two years
will be a disaster for him - let him in office! His big deal with Kim? What a humiliation for him!
Micheal  Cohen is  no nice person, even not now. Ten years he was relentless,  he betrayed and
cheated. He looked for his own advantage, he was power-mad. Yes, he will get his book deal(s), he
will not die poor. But makes this the behavior of 45. better? No, it only shows with which people he
likes it to surround himself - with sycophants! We know who likes it to be surrounded by them!
The threats against his family? Why always this shit? It only shows how rotten this society is.
Michel Cohen, no smoking gun so far, no smoking gun is needed. Another casket nail in dumbo´s
coffin? I think so!

First Reactions

The comments to my writing so far? Well, first I have to confess that still most of the readers are
known  to  me  -  hey  mom and  dad!  Therefore  I  think  not  all  comments  are  real  independent
comments. The negative reactions. Not surprisingly by this circumstance, not that much negative
comments so far. And even the negative comments are in some ways very "generous". I think this
would change, would I be able win over more people. I think this would be the price I would have
to pay then. Will I be able to win over more people for my blog? I will try it! 

What Should It Mean To Be A Woman?

First of all, I think this question is unanswerable - why? This question is far too much overlaid by
ideological interests. You maybe say now: But of course, opinions formed by my worldview, have
to play a role when answering this question. But I ask you: Why? Yes, why?

I think that I am not an ideological object, I´m a person, in my case a in fact woman. Yeah, as a
woman I give birth, as a woman I was not strong enough to hunt a mammoth - not that much
mammoths anymore, or? To be honest, I´m irritated by this discussion - to say it in nice words.
Even the question is stupid! I´m a person, that´s  it!  Why it  should mean something that I´m a
woman? Sure it means something that I´m a person, a human being, but the fact that I´m a woman? 

I´m annoyed about,  that this  is not common sense today in a - yeah, is  this  country a modern
country? In such moments at least I have my doubts about it. Sure, as a couple you can arrange your
life, not both have to make everything. And of course, because men can´t become pregnant, and are
not capable to breast-feed a baby, women have to do this. But what does this mean, what are the
consequences from that? Please remember, no mammoths anymore today! 

Why I think about it? Well,  I´m a woman, and the problem is, that you can start now as many
philosophical or historical or sociological...........discussions as you like. But there´s a society and
they tell you their rules. And I see that this society develops in a wrong way, simply in a wrong way



for women. Sure, so many women now in Washington! But the democrats could be represented by
women only, with this balance of political power this would be senseless. 

I never will understand how a conservative woman, a religious woman, can vote for this man? He
cheated his wife with a porn star while she was pregnant? But maybe this is not so important, as
long as he ensures that the money will become more and also the privileges. Sometimes I wish there
would be a hell - welcome Mr. President and most of your conservative bunch!

What  should  it  mean?  Nothing!  Absolutely  nothing!  I´m  a  human,  not  more,  not  less,  and
everything else is unimportant! That should it mean!

Clinton Again?

First she said, the she will talk with every democratic candidate except Mr. Sanders. Now she said,
the she will not run for presidency again, but that she will still play a role in the party. Wow, I think
this are no good news. I hope that the democrats will see, that the way from Ms. Clinton was the
wrong way, and it will be the wrong way again. Yes, she won the popular vote, but she not got the
majority in the electoral college. Russia? Or maybe her arrogance? Win in California with 99% or
with 50,1% - not interesting! You have to win Florida, you have to win the swing states, you have to
be interested in the people and their concerns in this states. What she wants to tell the candidates?
Do not do it in the way I did it?
I hope that this time a real left-wing democrat will become the nominee - we need no longer a
"Third Way", we need no longer "New Democrats". We need real democrats, we need progressive
democrats. This country needs a real change, the socially moderates will be not able to do this!
I´m very tensed when in a few months the official  debates will  begin.  Then we will  see if the
democrats were capable to learn, or that the old (white) (male) networks, cliques, will screw it up
again. And don´t blame our voting system, or do something against it. And don´t blame Russia or
social media - give the people a chance therefore, that they get the feeling to be heard by you.
So, Ms. Clinton will not run again, but will pull the strings in the background - I hope this is not the
beginning of the end! 

What Does It Means To Be A Woman?



III.) Political Development

<< starting January 2020?

<< change in style, story
<< demonstrations....... 
<< DSA


